
Not explored for EVs yet:
Autoencoders for anomaly detection

Variational Autoencoder based Anomaly Detection using Reconstruction Probability, An et al., 2015



Convolutional neural networks (CNN)
Often used for visual data 
(based on our understanding 
of human visual perception)

CNNs abstract inputs based on 
useful information using 
kernels/filters

Kernels are adjusted 
automatically

Feature map (input data) + 
convolution kernel = 
transformed feature map

Pooling to reduce dimensions

Neocognitron: A Self-organizing Neural Network Model for a Mechanism of Pattern Recognition Unaffected by Shift in Position, Fukushima, 19080; Deep learning, LeCun et al., 2015 



















Mainly on image data but…

Large-scale Video Classification with Convolutional Neural Networks, Karpathy et al., 2014



There are possibilities to use it 
for EVs

1D – convolutonal neural network

Allows time series like analysis

Present data as a grid (image)

Including image or video data into the analysis



Long short term memory (LSTM)
Belong to the family of recurrent neural networks

In RNN connections between units form a directed cycle

Allows to remember states over time, but computational 
expensive

LSTMs are located between RNN layers, allow to “remember” 
only important states

Reduce computation requirements drastically, avoid vanishing 
or exploding gradients (gated memory)

Can learn "very deep learning" tasks that require memories of 
events that happened thousands or even millions of discrete time 
steps ago

Works also with delays or missing parts in 
the data

State-of-the-art in time series prediction, 
adaptive robotics, handwriting recognition, 
image classification, speech recognition, 
stock market prediction, and other 
sequence learning problems

Long short-term memory, Hochreiter et al., 1997
IBM Big data report, 2017

Output layer

Hidden layer

Input layer



Recurrent Neural Networks -
RNNs

Traditional neural networks 
cannot take previous events into 
account

Allow information to persist by 
adding loops
(basically copy of networks)

A = Neural network

x = input

h = output



Problem of long-term dependencies
Connect previous information to current tasks

The gap between the relevant information and the point where it is 
needed to become very large

As the gap grows RNNs become unable to connect this information

“I grew up in France… I speak fluent French.”

“the clouds are in the sky,”



Long-short term memory  
networks (LSTM)

Special kind of RNN, capable of learning long-term dependencies

Remembering information for long periods of time is practically their 
default behaviour

Different type of predictions (point by point, sequence, etc.)



LSTMs core
The key to LSTMs is the cell state, the horizontal line running through the top of the diagram.

The cell state is kind of like a conveyor belt. It runs straight down the entire chain, with only 
some minor linear interactions. It’s very easy for information to just flow along it unchanged.

Three gates that allow to add or remove information from cell states. Basically decide how 
much information should be let trough (0-1).



Step-by-step LSTM
(i) Which information do we keep or forget (forget gate layer)

(ii) What information to store in the cell state (replace old information)

(iii) Update old state with new state

(iv) Decide what to output (based on cell state but filtered) 



Deep Neural Network Based Demand Side 
Short Term Load Forecasting

Uses LSTMs for load 
forecasting

Combination of several 
DNNs

The LSTM does the 
prediction

Electric consumption 
and meteorology data



Tools for deep learning

Deep learning in Computer Vision, Fei-Fei Li et al., 2016



When use what?
Feature extraction / finetuning existing 
models: Use Caffe

Complex uses of pretrained models: Use 
Lasagne or Torch

Write your own layers: Use Torch

Time series (RNNs): Use Theano or 
Tensorflow

Huge model, need model parallelism: Use 
TensorFlow

Deep learning, Li et al., 2016



Deep learning resources
Advantages in heterogenous resources as an enabler

GPUs

Distributed processing



State-of-the-art
What happened 2017/2018 

and will be in focus the 
coming period



Remember the pillars
Main advances in data and 
computation power

Will only lead to marginal 
improvements of the results 
in the future

Algorithm part has to be 
improved

All good results so far relied on 
supervised learning



Data
More labelled data is needed

Data is collected but often not shared

Car vendors

Laws

User data

No good public shared datasets so far 
(most contain only partial parts of
the data)



Computational power
Two main competitors for 
hardware

Nvidia: Tesla P100 & V100 GP, 
DGX-1

Intel: Nervana, Movidius

Google’s TPU

Parallelsim and scaling 

Google, Nvidia and Intel press releases, 2016



Algorithms

Transfer learning

Reinforcement learning

Generative adversarial 
networks

A focus on raw data



Transfer learning
Transfer knowledge from one to another domain

For example image classification

Enables also personalised models 

Commonly used, especially in domains with small datasets

Freezing and retraining layers

Not used for energy optimizaion, but would be interesting to try

OpenAI gym, Brockman et al., 2016



How you could use deep transfer learning to 
train user adaptive models for EVs

Each user is unique (individual attributes and behaviours)

General models do not perform optimally with specific users

Personal models have good performance but require a lot of 
data



Reinforcement learning
Learning based on rewards for 
achieving goals

Main application area are games (but 
visual content is analysed)

Holds potential 

Problem is that game goals are easy to 
formalise, not so easy for more 
complex scenarios

OpenAI

Google DeepMind

OpenAI gym, Brockman et al., 2016



Reinforcement Learning Based Power Management 
for Hybrid Electric Vehicles

Uses reinformenct learning to reduce fuel consumption

Actions are for example speed, acceleration, etc.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1801.05757.pdf



Generative adversarial networks
Two networks learn from each other

Discriminator and generator are trained 
and improved at the same time

Real / Fake detection (D)

Distinguish between classes (G)

Hard to train

Could give common sense to AI

Generative Adversarial Nets, Goodfellow et al., 2014



Variations of GANs 
PixelRNN

Sequentially predicts the pixels in 
an image along the two spatial 
dimensions

PixelCNN

Can create new images based on 
input images, powerful decoder 
for autoencoders

Jord V-GAN

Disaster detection using satellite 
and social media data

PixelRNN, Oord et al., 2016; PixelCNN, Oord et al., 2016; VPN (Video Pixel Network), Kalchbrenner et al., 2016



Model-Free Renewable Scenario Generation
Using Generative Adversarial Networks

Using GANs to create 
synthetic data

Basically you create 
more data artificially

Has some challenges

You can do more with 
them! Be creative!



Seems like magic… but



Adversarial examples
Targeted attacks

To fool the algorithms

Similar to optical illusions 

Very successful against deep learning

Almost impossible or very hard to protect 
against

Intriguing properties of neural networks, Szegedy et al., 2016



Open the black box
Still no comprehensive theoretical understanding 
of the learning process in deep learning

Magic leap from special cases to general 
concepts during learning gives deep neural 
networks their power

Information bottleneck framework

The idea is that a network rids noisy input 
data of extraneous details as if by squeezing 
the information through a bottleneck, 
retaining only the features most relevant to 
general concepts

Experiments to show how that works 

Just for some use cases (not real world, not 
scaling…)

Opening the black box of Deep Neural Networks via Information, Schwartz-Ziv et al., 2017



Take away message for
state-of-the-art

Very industry driven

Facebook joins with FAIR

Apple wants to publish their AI research

Google expands significantly

More and more data is generated

Unsupervised learning is in focus

Deep learning can fail!



So…



Hands on!



Play with LSTM…
Play with LSTM using Keras: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/upvj5st5isu4cbq/AAA22Gi1qRganK2A-H3lJ0Pda?dl=0

http://adventuresinmachinelearning.com/keras-tutorial-cnn-11-lines/

Create a simple LSTM

Code provided 

Test it on 3 datasets

You can try more if you want! Play with hyperparameters, own datasets, etc.

Compare GPU with CPU performance (Tensorflow with and without GPU support)

Multi-GPU support

https://www.pyimagesearch.com/2017/10/30/how-to-multi-gpu-training-with-keras-python-
and-deep-learning/

Tensorboard tutorial

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/42112260/how-do-i-use-the-tensorboard-callback-of-keras



Finally…



Advantages
It is not magic, but really good 
in finding patterns

Reaches high performance for 
visual, audio and text data

Models can easily be stored 
and used 



Disadvantages
Overfitting

Prone to overfitting because they are able to model rare 
dependencies

Computation time

A lot of parameters have to be tried (size, units per layer, 
learning rate, initial weights), takes a lot of time

A bit of a blackbox

It is hard to understand what the different layers do and 
also to explain why the final output was chosen

Needs a lot of data

Weak against adversarial examples



Conclusion
Supervised deep learning methods are reliable and can be used 
out-of-the-box

Nevertheless, need more understanding about why they 
work and when they fail

Unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning are the 
future direction

Data will still play an important role, even if unsupervised 
learning will work well

Parallel processing and scaling in context of deep learning still 
needs a lot of improvement/understanding

For some use cases traditional methods might still work 
better, for example, 3D reconstruction, etc.



Thanks!


